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What is Blockchain?

A blockchain is a distributed database that is shared among the nodes of a computer network. As a database, a blockchain stores information electronically in digital format. Blockchains are best known for their crucial role in cryptocurrency systems, such as Bitcoin, for maintaining a secure and decentralized record of transactions. The innovation with a blockchain is that it guarantees the fidelity and security of a record of data and generates trust without the need for a trusted third party.

One key difference between a typical database and a blockchain is the way the data is structured. A blockchain collects information together in groups, known as "blocks" that hold sets of information. Blocks have certain storage capacities and, when filled, are closed and linked to the previously filled block, forming a chain of data known as the "blockchain." All new information that follows that freshly added block is compiled into a newly formed block that will then also be added to the chain once filled.

A database usually structures its data into tables whereas a blockchain, like its name implies, structures its data into chunks (blocks) that are strung together. This data structure inherently makes an irreversible timeline of data when implemented in a decentralized nature. When a block is filled it is set in stone and becomes a part of this timeline. Each block in the chain is given an exact timestamp when it is added to the chain.
What are Blockchain Games?

Blockchain games are the games created with blockchain technology or placed on the blockchain that not just a single entity but the whole cluster of systems playing the game owns a copy of it.

Earning Money from Blockchain Gaming

The incorporation of cryptocurrencies, which are utilized for in-platform payments, including the use of NFTs is two elements that distinguish blockchain games. NFTs represent a significant advancement since they allow users to possess unique attributes that can be exchanged with other gamers in the same game or moved between platforms. You can generate money from exchanges in blockchain games, just like you can in genuine economies.
Right now you are probably hearing a lot of stories about play-and-earn games being played by people in countries like the Philippines, Venezuela, Brazil, and India who are earning a living from it. Having taken a look at some of the current generation of early and simple play-to-earn games, the thought goes through your mind “why would anyone want to play something like this except to make money,” and “this has no connection or relevance to ‘real games.’” Except, in reality, play-and-earn has already existed for decades — in the form of gold farming and skins trading.
These activities haven’t persisted in games for decades (even finding root in games which prohibit trading of in-game items) just because of players primarily looking to earn money. A play-and-earn economy, like any economy, is dependent on there being an equilibrium between sellers and buyers. Gold or skins “farmers” are the sellers, but they aren’t selling to other farmers, they are selling to real players from whom there is enough demand to support viable and even thriving grey markets long-term despite the risks of getting ripped off or banned from a game.
Why Play & Earn Games

Play-and-earn brings this market into the light, giving game developers more visibility into previously opaque areas of their economies so they can better maintain balance while also allowing them to earn additional revenue from that activity, as well as providing players with a more secure, above-board process for making these transactions.

Here comes the importance of True Money Games as our games convert the in-game assets to NFTs, allowing the players to buy, trade, and sell items, heroes, weapons, skins, and more for true money. Users are free to trade Game items through both the in-game marketplace and other NFT marketplaces on other blockchains. This contributes to creating liquidity for the items owned in the game, helping the loyal users to gain much more money, and encouraging more players to participate in our games' universe.
Newzoo: Game market will hit $300B in 2024
True Money Games is a universal ecosystem where anybody can win tokens through skilled and gifted gameplay. Players can prank, battle, challenge, compete and build their own characters, items and convert them to NFT.

True Money Games are a series of diversified games that combines fun, competition, battle, racing, among others. The most important part of our Gaming Project is that it acts as a bank for our community and their families through just playing and having fun. In other words, play, have fun, earn money and have fun every day.

TMGS – Your No. 1 checkpoint for Gain without Pain.
About True Money Games

WHAT IS IT ALL ABOUT?
True Money Games is a series of diversified games that combines fun, competition, battle, racing, among others. The most important part of our Gaming Project is that it acts as a bank for our community and their families through just playing and having fun. In other words, play, have fun, earn money and have fun every day.

A Universe For Everyone
Most of play & win games are either hard battle games or spinning wheel that grants the user only one chance every day. Unlike the others, we aim to allow every single person on this universe a fair chance to make money while just having fun.
Smart contracts are simply programs stored on a blockchain that run when predetermined conditions are met. They typically are used to automate the execution of an agreement so that all participants can be immediately certain of the outcome, without any intermediary's involvement or time loss. They can also automate a workflow, triggering the next action when conditions are met.

**TMGS Token**

True Money Games token (TMGS) is the native currency used in our game’s universe. It allows token holders to play, invest and buy, trade and sell items, heroes, weapons, skins and more for true money. True Money Games (TMGS) token is built based on Binance Smart Chain smart contracts. Our native token will be in full compatibility with third-party services wallets, exchanges, etc, and provides easy-to-use integration.

**Why Smart contracts?**

Smart contracts are simply programs stored on a blockchain that run when predetermined conditions are met. They typically are used to automate the execution of an agreement so that all participants can be immediately certain of the outcome, without any intermediary's involvement or time loss. They can also automate a workflow, triggering the next action when conditions are met.
# TMGS Gaming System

## Decentralized Gaming System

Since our games’ universe is entirely built on blockchain technology, every single interaction inside the game is directly stored and verified as new blocks on the blockchain network. Accordingly, every participant in the game retain ownership of something, and no one has the ability to change or create an alternative version of the game.

## Real Digital Assets

Our technology grants the digital assets world a real tangible value. You possess and own all the items you acquire while enjoying playing our games, such as weapons, and skins, among others. Also, there in no possibility to losing all of your in-game assets if you decided to stop playing a game. Instead, you may trade yours with other players, sell or just keep them.

## NFT Revolutionary Universe

Non-fungible tokens are the unique assets exist on the blockchain. Our games convert the in-game assets to NFTs, allowing the players to buy, trade and sell items, heroes, weapons, skins and more for true money. You are free to sell your NFTs that you have acquire from just playing our games on our NFT marketplace or any other marketplace on the blockchain network.
Key Features

**Free to Play**
All games in our universe are free and available for all to play & earn. No fees are required to play and have fun.

**Decentralized Games**
Every participant in the game retain ownership of something, and no one has the ability to change or create an alternative version of the game.

**Protection from Hacking**
As a decentralized system, all user accounts are autonomous; if one account is hacked, this won’t affect the others.

**Digital Assets for All**
You possess and own all the items you acquire while enjoying playing our games, such as weapons, and skins, among others.
Key Features

NFT for True Money
Converting the in-game assets to NFTs enables you to buy, trade and sell items, heroes, weapons, skins and more for true money.

Play to Earn
Users can easily earn TMGS tokens through participation in different in-game events and competitions.

Purchase Game Items
TMGS could be used to purchase in-game assets, items, weapons, tries, powers, etc.

Staking Rewards
TMGS token is designed to encourage users to hold their tokens and support the ecosystem, while earning staking rewards in return.
What is NFT?

NFT stands for “non-fungible token,” and it can technically contain anything digital, including drawings, animated GIFs, songs, or items in video games.

Non-fungible means it is individual. The opposite, fungible, has examples like bitcoin. One bitcoin can be swapped for another; they are identical. However, no two NFTs are the same.

NFTs allow you to buy and sell ownership of unique digital items and keep track of who owns them using the blockchain. An NFT can either be one-of-a-kind, like a real-life painting, or one copy of many, like trading cards, but the blockchain keeps track of who has ownership of the file.
True Money Games universe converts the in-game assets to NFTs, allowing the players to buy, trade and sell items, heroes, weapons, skins and more for true money.

Users are free to trade Game items through both the in-game marketplace and other NFT marketplaces on other blockchains. This contributes to create liquidity for the items owned in the game, help the loyal users to gain much more money and encourage more players to participate in our games’ universe.

True Money Games universe will include a variety of characters and items to be listed on our own NFT Marketplace. Some of them are totally unique of its characteristics and types while the others are released in bulks to serve some purposes and targets in the games.
True Money Games

Token Metrics

Total supply: 1,000,000,000 TMGS

- **Presale**: 10%
- **Airdrop**: 1%
- **Private sale**: 5%
- **Public Sale**: 30%
- **Bounty**: 20%
- **In-Game Assets**: 7%
- **Ecosystem Development**: 7%
- **Marketing**: 8%
- **Advisors**: 2%
- **Team**: 10%

**Total Supply**: 1,000,000,000 TMGS
Team Vesting System

Team Vesting System (also known as Anti-Rug System) is a vesting protocol that asks project owners to lock their team tokens for a period of time, so that there are no unlocked tokens which could make a rug pull possible.

Team vesting metrics: Locked for 2 years
Total team vesting tokens (10%): 100,000,000 TMGS
First token release after listing: 2 Years
First token release: 20%
Vesting period each cycle: 6 Months
Team token release each cycle: 20%
Wallet Address: 0xD337AF1A13BA42c951170AA1752259E6Fc1740fE
Advisors specializing in cryptocurrency, blockchain and NFT technologies may help the team making smarter decision and better managing money with these digital assets.

Advisors vesting metrics: Locked for 2 years
Total Advisors vesting tokens (2%): 20,000,000 TMGS
First token release after listing: 2 Years
First token release: 20%
Vesting period each cycle: 6 Months
Advisors token release each cycle: 20%
Wallet Address: 0x9f2261d727B9bc8484A855703371292a703FfB95
A private sale, as its name suggests, is the sale of coins or tokens to specific early investors. These types of sales are usually unannounced and not revealed to the general public. True Money Games strictly chooses which investors they want to invite to the event. The goal is to attract prominent early investors to fund the project in return for cryptocurrency that may yield high returns.

Private sale vesting metrics: Locked for 1 Year
Total Investors vesting tokens (5%): 50,000,000 TMGS
First token release after listing: 1 Year
First token release: 20%
Vesting period each cycle: 1 Month
Investors token release each cycle: Gradual release over 12 months
Wallet Address: 0xCF8eE3437b9710D1dea8576E0166C984036C8440
Marketing in cryptocurrency is as crucial as in any other industry. Cryptocurrency marketing is critical for businesses to grow and prosper. Currently, there are thousands of cryptocurrency businesses popping everywhere. Accordingly, launching marketing projects for TMGS IS crucial for the competition.

**Marketing vesting metrics:**
- Locked for 4 months
- Total Marketing vesting tokens (8%): 80,000,000 TMGS
- First token release after listing: 2 Months
- Wallet Address: 0x5D36828AD2049662D88486830A4A93a144cCF699
An airdrop, in the cryptocurrency business, is a marketing stunt that involves sending coins or tokens to wallet addresses in order to promote awareness of a new virtual currency. Small amounts of TMGS Token are sent to the wallets of active members of the blockchain community in return for a small service, such as joining our social channels and retweeting a post.

Airdrop vesting metrics:
Total airdrop vesting tokens (1%): 10,000,000 TMGS
First token release after listing: 3 Months
First token release: 25%
Vesting period each cycle: 1 Month
Airdrop token release each cycle: 25%
Wallet Address: 0x8490dd678dFa1F8707e0352d6aad6A8d18Aefb20
Pre-Sale Vesting System

Pre-selling is a practice performed by some crypto projects, in which tokens are sold to interested parties at a certain price prior listing on DEXes. This could be considered beneficial for both investors and the development team as they would receive the needed funds to finalize the project. While investors have the potential to gain a lot more money in the future.

Pre-sale vesting metrics: Locked for 1 Month
Total Pre-sale vesting tokens (10%): 100,000,000 TMGS
First token release after listing: 1 Month after listing
First token release: 25%
Vesting period each cycle: 1 Month
Pre-sale token release each cycle: 25%
Public Sale is the period when an asset or service is launched in the market and is made available to all customers for purchase. This is usually conducted in token exchange platforms, like Binance and Gate.io. It is necessary to provide liquidity for trading.

Public Sale vesting metrics: Locked for 3 months
Total Public Sale vesting tokens (30%): 300,000,000 TMGS
First token release after listing: Upon listing on exchanges and to be divided according to each contract with each exchange and to provide liquidity pools.
Wallet Address: 0x21Dfc124F05c44A92363d7D038727Cba16F18111
Ecosystem basically points to a group of elements capable of interacting with each other and the surrounding world for creating an environment with desired special features. Ecosystem also refers to governance structure for our gaming universe use. The governance structure provides a definition of the acceptable behavior of participants, data ownership, funding, exit and entrance criteria, etc.

**Ecosystem Development vesting metrics: Locked Q2 2022**

Total Ecosystem Development vesting tokens (7%): 70,000,000 TMGS

First token release after listing: Upon preliminary contract with partners, game development company, programmers, etc.

Wallet Address: 0x63A6675fDAd014e0686053253705f3Daa9AEb8Ca
In-Game assets include graphics such as characters, items, environments, buildings, etc.

In-Game Assets vesting metrics: Locked for 6 months
Total in-game assets vesting tokens (7%): 70,000,000 TMGS
First token release after listing: once the first asset is converted to NFT.
Wallet Address: 0x207Fbf237f8Cb5D3bFDfb45a0Cb89f5b8a8aaaf0
Bounty Vesting System

In-Game assets include graphics such as characters, items, environments, buildings, etc.

Game bounty is a feature that rewards players certain purposes and tasks. The rewards in our game universe is our native TMGS Token.

**Bounty vesting metrics: Locked until Q3 2022**

Total Bounty vesting tokens (20%): 200,000,000 TMGS

First token release after listing: once the first asset is converted to NFT.

Wallet Address: 0x370e5567de466C340E2ab7e17219bdff02e8B951
True Money Games

Roadmap

Q 4 2021
- Idea Development
- Official Website
- Collect and Build game assets
- TMGS Token Creation
- Smart Contract & Audit
- Social Marketing
- TMGS Airdrop
- TMGS Pre-sale
- LP on PancakeSwap

Q 1 2022
- Listing on CoinGecko
- Listing on CoinMarketCap
- Extensive Marketing Campaign
- Listing on Exchanges
- Collect and Build game characters
- First Game Promo

Q 2 2022
- First Game Characters Release
- Create NFTs
- Release NFTs on Various Marketplaces
- Demo of the First Game
- Launch of our NFTs Marketplace
- Marketing Campaign
- Influencers Awareness partnerships

Q 3 2022
- Official Release of the First Game of the Series
- In-game Assets & Bank
- In-game Marketplace
- Getting Ready for the Second Game of the Series
- Marketing Campaign

Q 4 2022
- Listing on Major Exchange
- Second Game Promo
- Second Game Characters Release
- NFTs
- Massive Marketing Campaign

Q 1 2023
- Official Release of the Second Game of the Series
- Extensive Marketing Campaign
- Other Games and developments to come

* Phase 7 will include issuance of Roadmap V2 for new plans & achievements
TMGS Games Universe

Our games universe features a variety of games, which will be available for PC (via web browsers), Android and IOS. During the 2022 year, we plan to launch three games which are:

True kings Legend

Kings Will Rise Again

True Pranks

Fooling around - jokes never end

True Fighters Legend

I'm a legend - The arena is mine

True Money Games

Whitepaper V1.0
True kings Legend

Kings Will Rise Again
True kings Legend

Meet the Monsters
Frequently Asked Questions

**What is TMGS Token?**
True Money Games token is the native currency in our game’s universe. It allows token holders to play, invest and also be part of the game.

**Do you offer staking rewards?**
TMGS token is designed to encourage users to hold their tokens and support the ecosystem, while earning staking rewards in return.

**How can I earn from NFTs?**
Converting the in-game assets to NFTs enables you to buy, trade and sell items, heroes, weapons, skins, and more for true money.

**Are the games free to play?**
All games in our universe are free and available for all to play & earn. No fees are required to play and have fun. However, some premium characters and items are purchased through NFT marketplace.

**How can I earn TMGS Token?**
Users can easily earn TMGS tokens through participation in different in-game events and competitions. If you are a holder or trader, you may buy TMGS Token from some exchanges.

**Do your games target certain category?**
True Money Games universe is designed to fit all games starting from simple kids’ games to Metaverse, allowing everyone to build and live in his own desired world while still earning Tokens, and consequently real money.
The information in this Whitepaper and/or our website is subject to change or update and should not be construed as a commitment, promise or guarantee by True Money Games or any other individual or organization mentioned in the Whitepaper/website relating to the future availability of services related to the use of the tokens or to their future performance or value.
Join & Contact Us

It would be of great pleasure that you join us via our social channels listed below